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Starting in the early 90s 
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The HHR story 

Using the entire SPOT family, and more

Hitting 100% success rate in the last years

Millions of sqkm delivered
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What’s next? 

Pléiades Neo

30cm  
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Pléiades Neo: a closer look of agricultural fields and practices
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Pléiades Neo: a closer look of agricultural fields and practices
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Pléiades Neo: a closer look of agricultural fields and practices
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Pléiades Neo data currently tested by JRC 
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Stay tuned for the Benchmarking report, 

expected in autumn



Leaf Chlorophyll Content (µg/cm2)

(chlorophyll can be estimated only 

where vegetation cover is high enough 

– here masked when cover < 35% - )

Pléiades Neo for agriculture

Two spectral bands that are essential for the estimation of

physical characteristics of crops:

• Deep-Blue characterises and corrects atmospheric

effects and helps achieving a higher level of robustness

of post-processing results, independent from the viewing

angle.

• Red-Edge allows a reliable and precise estimation of

crop-related LAI values during the entire development

cycle, and to measure medium and high levels of

chlorophylle.

Comparison with Sentinel 2 data shows equivalent level of

quality and precision on these parameters.
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Leaf Area Index
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Pléiades Neo acquisition 

on 24 August 2021

over Merida, Spain
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Pléiades NEO (30cm)                                                    Pléiades (50cm)                                       SPOT (1.5m)                                            



Basemap

available globally on the 

area you need

• 1.5m resolution worldwide

• 0.5m resolution on urban areas 

(soon 0.3m)

• Fresh and accurate
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Automatic Field Boundary Detection
On high-resolution imagery

AI and change detection capabilities 

used to translate innovative ideas 

into breakthrough products

Automatically detects and 

delineates agricultural 

fields visible on a satellite 

image

Layer of polygons using high-resolution 

images (SPOT 1,5m, Vision-1 87cm, Pléiades 

50cm, Pléiades Néo 30cm) according to the 

nature of the use case and the agricultural 

characteristics of the country.
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Outlook: agro-ecological transition of agriculture

In partnership with scientific institutes we are now developing a

scalable solution using primary data to measure biomass and

achieve carbon budget at field level (annual or rotation).

This is the logical continuity of delivering smart farming

services to Ag actors for more than 20 years (e.g. Farmstar).

It’s about finding the best trade-off between geographical

scopescope, available data, accuracy, implementation simplicity and budget.



Satellite Imagery

& Reference data

Analytics

& Information

Solutions 

& Services

Looking forward to working together on 

• country-adapted Imagery and Data

• Analytics e.g. LPIS update / check

• Moving towards carbon-reducing farming

Thanks for 3 decades of HHR adventure

Join us at our booth

for a discussion! 


